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its good. its not great, but thats probably because of the plane. in msfs its called a fusty and it gives you a headache. in x-plane
its called skidrow and its pretty much a piece of junk. but theres some little things in here that will definitely help your x-plane
experience. whoa! i can't believe this. i mean, this is a super realistic x-plane model. i would've played this simulator ever since
it came out. but there was a plus in it because i was using a simulator called msfs in my laptop and that was pretty awesome.
anyway, i've never stopped playing this simulator over the years. it's really really amazing. and this thing im writing right now i
could have covered the cost easily in one day of car fares for me plus a few hours, and considering the number of hours ive put
into x-plane (this message was edited by giacomo at tue jan 07, 2015 6:44 pm gmt) ive been using x-plane since v1 and the #1
reason i did was just to pass the time. i was flying 30+ a day. and while my game is so much better than it used to be it hasnt
changed my opinion of sims and x-plane. x-plane is the most popular reason i have to go to the airport, so i put todays effort in
to pay off the 60+ i already spent on upgrades. ive really been happy with the performances. the reason i feel my current
version is better than the last was the expansion of the jets. it used to be that i would only fly the 737s but as our experience
has grown, im now able to fly several different sizes. the go home leg is my favorite. going up the east coast in a big blue.
flying toward the sunset.. this is just my opinion but theres no better place to fly than hawaii!
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i just bought the fsx version to make the transition from flight simulator 10 to flight simulator 11. this is a great addition to the
flight sim universe. i have been a x-plane user for over 10 years and am very pleased with their latest release. i don't need to
look elsewhere for my flight sim needs. just finished installing it on my main pc. i have a mix of x-plane and microsoft flight
simulator on my main pc, however, i will be moving to x-plane only on my new pc. i absolutely love this version and the new
features. it's far superior to the previous version. i'm very happy to have another good flight simulator. i just purchased this
from the website, and i love it. i have been using x-plane for many years. i have been a pilot for many years as well. i had an

old version of x-plane that had issues, and i could never figure out why it would crash. i contacted laminar, and they were able
to find the problem. now i don't have any problems. i will recommend this product to all my friends. thank you laminar for

making such a great product. i will be ordering more, and i will make sure i get the newer version. if this has been addressed
elsewhere my apologies for missing it. ill be buying it as soon as x-plane12 is available but for folk like me who are

technologically challenged, is it planned that the third-party add-on we are running on x-plane11 (e.g. cjs-worldtraffic-v3.5,
justflight-146, flyjsim-q4xp etc.) will work on the new version with that in mind i wonder if i should delay purchasing new

aircraft until x-plane12 is installed if youre not a fsx player, youre not going to like this for some reason. its a clear example of
the 'toy' segment in the x-plane community. for the company to be able to do this, they have to be getting a lot of its money

from people who use it. if thats the case, id say its a very good sign. 5ec8ef588b
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